FEM1A and FEM1B: novel candidate genes for polycystic ovary syndrome
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BACKGROUND: Human homologs (FEM1A, FEM1B, FEM1C) of nematode sex determination genes are candidate genes for polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS). We previously identified a FEM1A mutation (H500Y) in a woman with PCOS; FEM1B has been implicated in insulin secretion. METHODS: Women with and without PCOS (287 cases, 187 controls) were genotyped for H500Y and six FEM1 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), five FEM1B SNPs and five FEMIC SNPs. SNPs and haplotypes were determined and tested for association with PCOS and component phenotypes. RESULTS: No subject carried the FEM1A H500Y mutation. FEM1A SNPs rs8111933 (P = 0.001) and rs12460989 (P = 0.046) were associated with an increased likelihood of PCOS whereas FEM1 SNP rs1044386 was associated with a reduced probability of PCOS (P = 0.013). FEM1B SNP rs10152450 and a linked SNP were associated with a reduced likelihood of PCOS (P = 0.005), and lower homeostasis model assessment (HOMA) for beta-cell function (HOMA-%B, P = 0.011) and lower HOMA for insulin resistance (HOMA-IR, P = 0.018). FEM1B SNP rs12909277 was associated with lower HOMA-%B (P = 0.008) and lower HOMA-IR (P = 0.037). Haplotype associations were consistent with SNP results, and also revealed association of FEM1B haplotype TGAGG with increased HOMA-%B (P = 0.007) and HOMA-IR (P = 0.024). FEMIC variants were not associated with PCOS. CONCLUSIONS: This study presents evidence suggesting a role for FEM1A and FEM1B in the pathogenesis of PCOS. Only FEM1B variants were associated with insulin-related traits in PCOS women, consistent with prior evidence linking this gene to insulin secretion. Replication of these associations and mechanistic studies will be necessary to establish the role of these genes in PCOS.
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Introduction

Susceptibility to polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) appears to run in families. First degree female relatives of women with PCOS have a 3- to 4-fold increased prevalence of PCOS compared with the general population (Legro et al., 1998; Kaahsar-Miller et al., 2001), and a recent twin study documented a high degree of heritability of PCOS (Vink et al., 2006). Over the past decade, many investigations into possible candidate genes for PCOS susceptibility have been conducted; however, no genes are universally agreed upon as important in the development or expression of PCOS (Goodarzi and Azziz, 2006). In this study, we examine the possible role of human homologs (FEM1A, FEM1B, FEM1C) of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans feminizing (fem) genes. In C. elegans, gender is determined by the X chromosome to autosome (X:a) ratio; XX worms develop as hermaphrodites, XO worms as males. Fem-1 mutant worms develop as females, regardless of X:a ratio (Doniach and Hodgkin, 1984). Fem-1 thus appears to play a role in the formation of the male body and spermatogenesis. Given the role of fem-1 in reproductive development in C. elegans, we hypothesize that genetic variants in the human homologs may be risk factors for PCOS and modulate the PCOS phenotype.

There are at least three human homologs of fem-1 (FEM1A, 19p13.3; FEM1B, 15q22; and FEM1C, 5q22). The function of the human genes is unknown, although they are predicted to encode for anykrin repeat proteins. We first considered FEM1A, given its expression in the ovaries (Maher et al., 2005) and chromosomal location near the D19S884 microsatellite (19p13.2) that has been implicated as a genetic factor for
PCOS risk (Stewart et al., 2006). In a pilot study, we identified a heterozygous H500Y mutation in one of 35 individuals with PCOS (Maher et al., 2005). We now also considered FEM1A as a PCOS candidate gene, given that mice with knockout of the fem1b gene displayed abnormal glucose tolerance, impaired acute phase insulin secretion, and possibly insulin resistance (Lu et al., 2005).

Herein, we present the first genetic association study of the FEM1A, FEM1B and FEM1C genes in PCOS, using single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) as well as haplotypes to capture common variation across genomic regions. We report that variants in both FEM1A and FEM1B appear to be risk factors for PCOS; additionally, variants in FEM1B are associated with altered insulin secretion and insulin sensitivity in affected women.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
A total of 287 consecutive White patients with PCOS, aged 13–47 years, and 187 healthy White control women, aged 14–60, were recruited from Birmingham, AL, USA. The clinical characteristics of these subjects are presented in Table I. PCOS subjects were recruited consecutively from the reproductive endocrine practice of one of the investigators (RA) at the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB). Participation in research studies was offered to patients meeting inclusion criteria (premenopausal, non-pregnant, on no hormonal therapy for at least 3 months, and meeting diagnostic criteria for PCOS). Presence of PCOS was defined by the 1990 National Institutes of Health consensus criteria (Zawadzki and Dunaif, 1992), including (i) clinical hyperandrogenism and/or hyperandrogenemia, (ii) oligo-ovulation and (iii) the exclusion of related disorders, including androgen-producing tumors, non-classic 21-hydroxylase-deficient adrenal hyperplasia, hyperprolactinemia, active thyroid disease, or Cushing’s syndrome. The specific parameters for defining hirsutism, hyperandrogenemia, ovulatory dysfunction and exclusion of related disorders were previously reported (Azziz et al., 2004).

| Table I. Clinical characteristics of the study cohort. |
|------------------|------------------|
|                  | Control (n = 187) | PCOS (n = 287) |
| Age (year)       | 33.0 (25.0–42.0) | 27.5 (21.7–33.2)* |
| BMI (kg/m²)      | 24.1 (21.9–28.3) | 34.7 (27.6–41.1)* |
| WHR              | 0.78 (0.75–0.83) | 0.83 (0.79–0.89)* |
| mFG score        | 0 (0)            | 7.0 (5.0–10.0)* |
| Hirsute (%)      | 0                | 73.9* |
| Total testosterone (nmol/l) | 1.42 (1.00–1.94) | 2.77 (2.25–3.33)* |
| Free testosterone (pmol/l) | 12.1 (8.0–17.0) | 29.1 (22.9–39.2)* |
| DHEAS (μmol/l)   | 5.16 (3.3–6.36)  | 3.77 (3.0–5.27)* |
| SHBG (nmol/l)    | 220.0 (160.0–280.0) | 150.0 (130.0–200.0)* |
| Insulin (pmol/l) | 54.3 (73.2–95.0) | 129.15 (71.8–200.9)* |
| Glucose (mmol/l) | 4.77 (4.55–5.11) | 4.77 (4.50–5.22)* |
| HOMA-IR          | 0.92 (0.63–1.47) | 2.29 (1.30–3.24)* |
| HOMA-%B          | 103.9 (80.0–135.6) | 175.3 (117.6–218.1)* |

Data are median (interquartile range). *P < 0.001 compared with control group, by unpaired T-tests or chi-square tests as appropriate; quantitative data were transformed to approximate normality. PCOS, polycystic ovary syndrome; WHR, waist-to-hip ratio; mFG, modified Ferriman–Gallwey; DHEAS, dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate; SHBG, sex hormone-binding globulin; HOMA-IR, homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance; HOMA-%B, homeostasis model assessment of beta-cell function (insulin secretion).

Controls were healthy women, with regular menstrual cycles or a history of regular menstrual cycles before menopause, and without family history of hirsutism. These women had no evidence of hirsutism, acne, or alopecia, or endocrine dysfunction. Controls were recruited by word of mouth and advertisements in the Birmingham, Alabama area, through a call for ‘healthy women’ without detailing further the nature of the studies. All controls underwent a brief history and physical exam (see below) to ensure that all control women included were non-hirsute and eumenorrheic.

No subject (PCOS or control) had used hormonal preparations, including oral contraceptives, for at least 3 months preceding the study, and none was pregnant. All subjects also gave written informed consent, and the study was performed according to the guidelines of the Institutional Review Boards of UAB and Cedars-Sinai Medical Center.

Phenotyping

Subjects underwent a brief physical examination, including hirsutism scoring using a modification of the Ferriman–Gallwey method (mFG) (Hatch et al., 1981), and underwent blood sampling. Subjects were deemed hirsute if their mFG score was six or greater (Knochenhauer et al., 1998); all hirsutism scoring was performed by the same investigator (RA). Hormonal measures, including total and free testosterone, dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate (DHEAS), 17α-hydroxyprogesterone (17HP) and sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG), were obtained between Days 3 and 8 (follicular phase) following a spontaneous menstrual cycle or progesterone-induced withdrawal bleed, per our research protocol (Azziz et al., 2004). Total testosterone was measured after serum extraction by an in-house radioimmunoassay (RIA) method. SHBG activity was measured by competitive-binding analysis, using Sephadex G-25 (Sigma–Aldrich Corp., St Louis, MO, USA) and [3H]testosterone as the ligand, and the free testosterone was calculated as previously described (Pearlman et al., 1967; Boots et al., 1998). The SHBG method gives values of ~100–300 nmol/L in normal adult women. DHEAS and 17HP were measured by direct RIA using commercially available kits (from Diagnostic Products Corp., Los Angeles, CA, USA). The intra- and interassay variations for the hormonal assays have been previously reported (Knochenhauer et al., 1998). The same laboratory assays were employed for all subjects. For these hirsutism and androgen-related traits measured in the women with PCOS, completeness of data was over 98%. The total and free testosterone values of three cases were statistical outliers; therefore, these values were deleted from analysis.

Fasting glucose and insulin were also obtained in a subset of the cohort (~70%). The glucose assays were performed with Ektachem DT slides (Johnson & Johnson Clinical Diagnostics, Rochester, NY, USA). Serum insulin was measured by RIA (Diagnostic Systems Laboratories, Webster, TX, USA). The computer-based homeostasis model assessment (HOMA, www.dtu.ox.ac.uk/homa) was used to calculate indices of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) and insulin secretion (i.e. percent beta-cell function or HOMA-%B) utilizing the fasting glucose and insulin levels (Levy et al., 1998; Wallace et al., 2004). An ideal, normal-weight person less than 35 years of age has a HOMA-IR = 1 and HOMA-%B = 100% (Matthews et al., 1985).

Genotyping and haplotype determination

SNPs were selected using frequency and validation data from the International HapMap database (The International HapMap Consortium, 2003) with the aim of exploiting linkage disequilibrium (LD) for the study of each gene. Six SNPs (rs12460989, rs3087692, rs11085099, rs1044386, rs8111933 and rs4806998) across the 3.8 kb FEM1A gene (19p13.3) were genotyped; these SNPs are predicted to tag the haplotypes across the entire gene (+7 kb upstream and
Table II. Primers and probe sequences used in the 5′-exonuclease assay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>PCR primers</th>
<th>TaqMan MGB probes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEMIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H500Y</td>
<td>CGGAGACTCACGCCAGCTTCACA</td>
<td>CATCCTCAACCTGCTTCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CTTAGATGGGTCTGGTGCCTCA</td>
<td>TCATCCTCACCTGCTTTCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CTGGAGGCTCTTTGCTTCTTCTT</td>
<td>TTGAGGACCGTCTGCTGCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGGCTCTGGCCAGCGTAGACGAGCA</td>
<td>CATCTCTACTGCTCATCTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GCTGCCGGCTGGCCTATCTCT</td>
<td>ATCTCTACTCATCTCTCAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AAAACCCCCAGTATGTAAACACAGAAA</td>
<td>CGTGACTAAAGCCGAGCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGGAGGTGGTGTAGTCTGAGCTCTT</td>
<td>CGTGACTAAAGCCGAGCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMIB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs10152450</td>
<td>TGGCTCTGGTCTTACGGTGCTT</td>
<td>TTGAGGACCGTCTGCTGCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CTTAAGTGGTGTTGGCTCCGAAAAC</td>
<td>CATCTCTACTGCTCATCTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CTTTCTACCTTCCCCCATGTT</td>
<td>ATCTCTACTCATCTCTCAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAAGGTGGATTTTCACCTGCA</td>
<td>CAACCTGAACCTGAGGCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CCACCTAAAAGACCGCTTGATGAGTAGA</td>
<td>TTGAGGACCGTCTGCTGCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AACACTTCCCAATGATCTTTTCTT</td>
<td>TTGAGGACCGTCTGCTGCT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Primers for PCR are listed 5′–3′ and were synthesized by Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA). Probes are listed 5′ to 3′ and were synthesized by Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA, USA). The probes are labeled at the 5′ end with 6FAM or VIC (laser-activated fluorescent dyes), and at the 3′ end with a quencher/minor groove binder. In the probe sequences, variant nucleotides are indicated in lower case.

4 kb downstream) in the Caucasian population of the HapMap database. We also genotyped the H500Y mutation in FEMIA. Five SNPs (rs10152450, rs11636081, rs1772340, rs12990277 and rs6494730) across the 13.5 kb FEMIB gene (15q22) were also genotyped; these SNPs are predicted to tag the haplotypes across the entire gene (±5 kb upstream and 5 kb downstream) in the Caucasian population of the HapMap database. Finally, five SNPs (rs12187973, rs372702, rs256940, rs17472710 and rs256958) across the 24 kb FEMIC gene (5q22) were genotyped to encompass the common haplotypes spanning the gene (+10 kb upstream and 10 kb downstream), again using HapMap. H500Y and six SNPs were genotyped in the 474 subjects using the 5′-exonuclease assay (TaqMan MGB, Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) described previously (Livak, 1999; Goodarzi et al., 2005;duplicate genotyping of 96 samples yielded 100% concordance. The PCR primers and TaqMan MGB probes are presented in Table II. The genotyping success rate was 93.4%. The remaining 10 SNPs were genotyped using the oligoligation assay on an Illumina (San Diego, CA, USA) bead station (Gunderson et al., 2006; Steemers et al., 2005). The genotyping success rate was 94%.

Haplovie (Barrett et al., 2005) was used to determine haplotypes as well as haplotype blocks. Haplovie constructs haplotypes using an accelerated expectation maximization algorithm similar to the partition/ligation method (Qin et al., 2002). Haplovie was used to calculate LD (the D’ statistic and r²) between each pairwise combination of all the SNPs within each gene. Haplotype blocks were determined using the solid spine of LD algorithm in Haplovie (Barrett et al., 2005). Haplotypes within each block were assigned to individual subjects only when the assignment could be made with a greater than 95% certainty.

Statistical analysis
For all analyses, quantitative trait values were log- or square root-transformed as appropriate to reduce non-normality. Unpaired T-tests and chi-square tests were used to compare clinical characteristics between women with and without PCOS. Quantitative data are presented as median (interquartile range). Interquartile range is given as first and third quartiles. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05.

The primary phenotypes for genetic association analysis differed for each gene, and were selected based on hypotheses derived from our prior work (Lu et al., 2005; Maher et al., 2005). For FEMIA, the primary phenotypes were the presence or absence of PCOS and testosterone levels; for FEMIB, the primary phenotypes were presence or absence of PCOS, HOMA-IR and HOMA-%B. For FEMIC, the primary phenotype was PCOS status. Quantitative traits were considered in PCOS subjects and premenopausal controls separately. For each gene, all other available phenotypes were considered secondary. To minimize multiple testing, secondary traits were analyzed for association only with variants that showed association with primary traits. For the insulin-related traits only, subjects with diabetes (n = 6) were excluded because the hyperglycemia of diabetes may induce secondary changes in insulin-related traits that reduce their utility for genetic analyses.

SNPs and haplotypes were the genotypic units utilized in association analyses. Haplotypes were assigned prior to association analyses. Association of haplotypes with PCOS and presence/absence of hirsutism was evaluated using logistic regression. Association with androgens, insulin-related traits and mFG score was evaluated using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). Logistic regression and ANCOVA analyses were adjusted for age and BMI by including them as independent variables in every analysis. Potential gene–gene interaction was tested by including an interaction term (between pairs of SNPs from different genes) as an additional independent variable in selected analyses. Analyses were carried out using Statview 5.0 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

To confirm any significant associations, we estimated empirical P-values by permutation analysis. For each significant association, the samples were permuted by shuffling genotypic data 1000 times, and subsequent association analyses were carried out to obtain the distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis of no association. The empirical P-values were obtained as the proportion of the 1000 replicates that had a P-value less than or equal to the nominal ones obtained from the actual (unshuffled) data. These empirical P-values are reported in the Results.

Results
FEMIA
None of the 474 genotyped subjects carried out the H500Y mutation. We genotyped six SNPs in the FEMIA region (Table III, Fig. 1). All markers were in Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium. The SNPs were organized in two haplotype blocks and a single SNP (Fig. 1). Table IV displays the \textit{FEM1A} haplotypes and haplotype frequencies.

SNPs, rs8111933, rs12460989 and rs1044386, were associated with PCOS. Carriers of the minor allele of rs8111933 had an increased frequency of PCOS (odds ratio (OR) 2.12, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.26–3.57, \(P = 0.001\), as did minor allele carriers of rs12460989 (OR 2.45, 95% CI 1.01–5.97, \(P = 0.046\)). Carriers of the minor allele of rs1044386 had a reduced frequency of PCOS (OR 0.53, 95% CI 0.32–0.88, \(P = 0.013\)). Genotype frequencies of the SNPs associated with PCOS are given in Supplementary Table I. No SNPs were associated with free or total testosterone in women with PCOS; however, in controls rs3087692 was associated with increased total testosterone (minor allele carrier 1.73 (1.14–2.38) nmol/l, non-carrier 1.35 (0.93–1.91) nmol/l; \(P = 0.015\)) as was rs8111933 (minor allele carrier 1.77 (1.14–2.37) nmol/l, non-carrier 1.35 (0.90–1.89) nmol/l; \(P = 0.022\). Haplotype association analysis was consistent with the SNP association analysis. Carriers of the block 1 haplotype (GCC) carrying the minor allele of rs12460989 exhibited increased PCOS frequency (OR 2.50, 95% CI 1.02–6.11, \(P = 0.042\)). The block 2 haplotype (AC) carrying the minor allele of rs1044386 was associated with PCOS with a similar magnitude of effect (OR 0.53, 95% CI 0.32–0.88, \(P = 0.013\)). Carriers of the third most common block 2 haplotype GG, that bearing the minor allele of rs8111933, had an
increased frequency of PCOS (OR 2.18, 95% CI 1.28–3.72, \(P = 0.001\)). No haplotypes were associated with free or total testosterone in women with PCOS. In controls, the block 1 haplotype (TTG) carrying the minor allele of rs3087692 and the block 2 haplotype (GG) carrying the minor allele of rs8111933 were also associated with increased total testosterone, with similar significance and magnitude of effect as those SNPs.

Given the association of the above SNPs and haplotypes with PCOS (and total testosterone in controls), secondary analyses were carried out to evaluate whether these same variants were associated with BMI, DHEAS, SHBG, mFG score, hirsutism, fasting glucose or fasting insulin. No associations with these secondary traits were detected.

**FEM1B**

The five SNPs spanning the FEM1B gene were in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (Table III). The SNPs formed a haplotype block across the entire region (Fig. 2). Table IV displays the FEM1B haplotypes and frequencies.

SNP rs10152450 was associated with PCOS. Carriers of the minor allele of rs10152450 had a reduced frequency of PCOS (OR 0.49, 95% CI 0.30–0.82, \(P = 0.005\)). Among women with PCOS, minor allele carriers of this SNP also had lower HOMA-%B (\(P = 0.011\)) and HOMA-IR (\(P = 0.018\)). Fig. 3 displays the median level of insulin-related traits according to genotype at rs10152450; an apparent dose–response effect is seen with increasing number of minor alleles. SNP rs6494730 was in high LD (\(r^2 = 0.98\)) with rs10152450 and therefore displayed the same associations with PCOS, HOMA-%B and HOMA-IR. Genotype frequencies of the SNPs associated with PCOS are given in Supplementary Table I. SNP rs12909277, while not associated with PCOS, was associated with decreased HOMA-%B (minor allele carriers 158.8 (105.9–215.1), non-carriers 186.2 (133.3–239.5); \(P = 0.008\)) and decreased HOMA-IR (minor allele carriers 2.08 (1.25–3.00), non-carriers 2.34 (1.53–3.48); \(P = 0.037\)) in affected women.

Haplotype association results were consistent with the SNP association analysis and revealed additional associations. The haplotype (GGAAT) carrying the minor alleles of rs10152450 and rs6494730 was associated with PCOS with a similar magnitude of effect (OR 0.49, 95% CI 0.29–0.83, \(P = 0.004\)). PCOS women who were haplotype GGAAT carriers also had lower HOMA-%B (\(P = 0.003\)) and lower HOMA-IR (\(P = 0.002\)), with magnitude of effects as predicted by the SNP analysis. In addition, the most common haplotype (TGAGG) was associated with higher HOMA-%B (carriers 177.9 (126.5–221.6), non-carriers 138.6 (83.8–186.6); \(P = 0.007\)) and higher HOMA-IR (carriers 2.29 (1.46–3.25), non-carriers 1.40 (0.66–3.17); \(P = 0.024\)) in women with PCOS.

Secondary analyses of association of FEM1B variants with BMI, free and total testosterone, DHEAS, SHBG, mFG, hirsutism and fasting glucose were negative. In PCOS women, SNP rs6494730 was associated with decreased fasting insulin (minor allele carrier 118.4 (61.5–180.8) pmol/l, non-carrier 132.7 (85.4–206.5) pmol/l; \(P = 0.015\)) as was haplotype GGAAT (carrier 118.4 (64.6–183.7) pmol/l, non-carrier 129.2 (84.7–203.4) pmol/l; \(P = 0.017\)).

FEM1B variants were not associated with quantitative traits in control subjects.

**Figure 2:** Gene structure and linkage disequilibrium plot for FEM1B. The gene structure of FEM1B is shown at top; the gene has two exons and one intron. The coding regions are indicated by the black boxes; untranslated regions by white boxes. The locations of the genotyped SNPs relative to the exons are indicated. The linkage disequilibrium plot at the bottom displays \(D'\) values for each pair of SNPs in the box at the intersection of the diagonals from each SNP. The darker solid blocks indicate \(D' = 1\) for the corresponding pair of variants; lighter solid blocks also indicate \(D' = 1\), but with a wide confidence interval. The haplotype block comprising all five SNPs is indicated.

**Figure 3:** Median levels of insulin resistance and insulin secretion indices by FEM1B rs10152450 genotype. The black bars indicate homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR), the white bars homeostasis model assessment of beta-cell function (HOMA-%B). The HOMA-IR values have been multiplied by 100. The levels are significantly different under both dominant (HOMA-%B, \(P = 0.011\); HOMA-IR, \(P = 0.018\)) and additive models (HOMA-%B, \(P = 0.020\); HOMA-IR, \(P = 0.011\)).
**FEMIC**

All five FEMIC SNPs were in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, and formed a haplotype block spanning the entire gene (Supplementary Figure I and Supplementary Tables II and III). No variants were associated with PCOS. Therefore, SNPs and haplotypes in FEMIC were not examined further.

**Gene–gene interaction analyses**

Given the observed associations of FEM1A and FEM1B variants with PCOS and quantitative traits, we tested for interaction between the associated FEM1A and FEM1B SNPs in association with PCOS, HOMA-%B, HOMA-IR, fasting glucose and fasting insulin. There was no evidence of gene–gene interaction in any of these analyses.

**Discussion**

This is the first genetic association study evaluating whether variants in the genes for the three human homologs of fem-1, FEM1A, FEM1B and FEMIC are associated with PCOS and component phenotypes within PCOS. Specific FEM1A and FEM1B SNPs were associated with PCOS frequency (increased or decreased, depending on the variant). Specific FEM1A variants were associated with total testosterone in control subjects. In FEM1B only, several variants were also associated with HOMA-%B and HOMA-IR values in women with PCOS. Gene–gene interaction analyses suggested these loci act independently of each other.

One basis for considering FEM1A a candidate gene for PCOS is its homology to the fem-1 gene of *C. elegans*, which functions in masculinization of the nematode (Donia and Hodgkin, 1984). The hyperandrogenism of PCOS may be considered a form of mild masculinization. The Calpain-10 and -5 genes (Mugita et al, 2002; Vollmert et al, 2000), both homologs of the tra-3 gene of *C. elegans*, which functions as an upstream regulator of fem-1 in nematode sex determination, have been implicated in PCOS (Ehrmann et al, 2002; Escobar-Morreale et al, 2002; Gonzalez et al, 2002, 2006; Haddad et al, 2002, 2005; Haddad et al, 2002). However, the function of FEM1A in mammals is unknown, including whether or not it may operate in a signaling pathway with Calpain-10 or -5. In mice, the expression of FEM1A in the ovaries increases at the time of puberty, particularly in androgen-producing secondary interstitial cells (Maher et al, 2005). This location and timing of expression is consistent with the ovarian hyperandrogenism that occurs at the time of puberty in PCOS. Therefore, the primary traits we analyzed for association with FEM1A variants were PCOS diagnosis and free and total testosterone levels. Although we found association with PCOS diagnosis, association with total testosterone was seen only in controls, which may reflect the challenge of measuring testosterone in women (Rosner et al, 2007). Alternatively, FEM1A may be a minor effector of testosterone production in PCOS women or may participate in other processes in the pathogenesis of PCOS.

The FEM1A protein may play a role in anti-inflammatory signaling by liganded prostaglandin E2 subtype E4 receptors (Takayama et al, 2006). Thus, if FEM1A participates in the pathogenesis of PCOS, it may act via modulation of chronic inflammation; recent studies have found elevated markers of inflammation in PCOS (Diamanti-Kandarakis et al, 2006; Luque-Ramirez et al, 2006). Reduction of FEM1A function by small interfering RNA treatment decreased prostaglandin E2–mediated suppression of tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα) expression in human macrophages (Takayama et al, 2006). Circulating TNFα levels have been found to be elevated in PCOS (Gonzalez et al, 1999; Araya et al, 2002; Amato et al, 2003; Sayin et al, 2003; Yang et al, 2006). Also, TNFα levels have been found to be increased in the follicular fluid of polycystic ovaries (Amato et al, 2003); it is intriguing to hypothesize that inherited reduction in ovarian FEM1A expression or function is responsible. Whether inflammation is a cause or consequence of PCOS is currently unknown; it appears to be related to the central adiposity often present (Puder et al, 2005).

Another fact supporting FEM1A as a candidate gene for PCOS is its location on chromosome 19p13.3. At least four independent association studies (both case/control and family based) have confirmed the microsatellite D19S884, on chromosome 19p13.2, as a PCOS susceptibility locus (Urbanek et al, 1999, 2005; Tucci et al, 2001; Stewart et al, 2006). There are numerous potential PCOS candidate genes near this microsatellite (e.g. insulin receptor, resistin, FEM1A), raising the possibility that this locus is in a control region that modulates expression of multiple genes that, when dysregulated, increase risk of PCOS. Alternatively, the location of D19S884 in the gene for fibrillin-3 raises the possibility that fibrillin-3 itself is a PCOS susceptibility locus coincidentally located on the same chromosome as FEM1A (Urbanek et al, 2007). We do not believe that the FEM1A associations observed are a result of LD with D19S884, as they are separated by 3.2 MB.

The FEM1A H500Y mutation, previously identified in one out of 35 studied women with PCOS (Maher et al, 2005), was not found in any subjects in this study, suggesting that other variants must be responsible for the associations observed herein. Because the associated SNPs rs1044386 and rs8111933 lie in or near the 3' untranslated region of the gene, they may represent functional variants that alter FEM1A expression. Alternatively, they may be in LD with as yet unidentified functional variants. We plan to conduct further investigations, including sequencing analysis, to identify functional variation in FEM1A that may influence risk of PCOS.

**Fem1b** knockout mice displayed abnormal glucose tolerance; while the major effect appeared to be impaired acute phase insulin secretion, a minor effect on insulin sensitivity/resistance could not be ruled out (Lu et al, 2005). Thus, the primary traits we tested for association with FEM1B variants were PCOS diagnosis and insulin secretion and insulin resistance, reductions in all of which were associated with FEM1B SNP rs10152450 and haplotype GGAAT. With the current data, we cannot distinguish between the following models: FEM1B SNP rs10152450 minor allele or a linked functional variant (i) leads to improved insulin sensitivity, which then leads secondarily to reduced insulin secretion (a sequential model); (ii) primarily reduces insulin secretion, which then
results in improved insulin sensitivity (sequential model); (iii) independently modulates insulin secretion and insulin resistance (pleiotropic model). That partial pancreatectomy in dogs (reducing insulin secretion) led to insulin resistance (Matveyenko et al., 2006) argues against the second model; however, as these thoughts involve extrapolation of results between mice, dogs and humans, we cannot rule out any of these models. Similar to FEM1A, the molecular function of FEM1B is unknown, although a role in apoptosis has been proposed (Chan et al., 1999).

The reduced insulin resistance and lower frequency of PCOS observed in rs10152450 minor allele carriers is expected. Reduced insulin secretion may be consistent with protection against PCOS, as insulin exacerbates the PCOS phenotype by potentiating ovarian androgen production and suppressing hepatic SHBG levels. Women with PCOS may exhibit an excessive compensatory insulin secretion response to insulin resistance (Goodarzi et al., 2005); perhaps the FEM1B SNP rs10152450 minor allele or linked variant(s) prevent this from occurring. FEM1B is expressed in pancreatic islet cells (Chan et al., 1999; Lu et al., 2005). We note that in each case of association of a FEM1B SNP or haplotype with HOMA-%B and HOMA-IR, the P-value was more significant for HOMA-%B, consistent with the mouse data that Fem1b primarily affects insulin secretion (Lu et al., 2005).

Of this gene family, the least is known about FEM1C. It is expressed in many tissues (Krakow et al., 2001; Ventura-Holman et al., 2003), but physiologic studies carried out in mammalian systems have not clarified its function. Thus, unlike FEM1A and FEM1B, we were unable to hypothesize an a priori association of FEM1C variants with any of the quantitative features of PCOS. Our results suggest no role for the FEM1C gene in development of PCOS.

The haplotype analyses reported herein were completely consistent with the SNP results, but also led to additional insights and discoveries. Haplotypes uniquely identified by a particular minor allele displayed the same associations as that minor allele. In the case of FEM1A, the haplotype analysis suggested that rs1044386 and rs8111933 act independently, as the minor allele of each was present on different haplotypes and exerted opposite associations with PCOS diagnosis. In FEM1B, the haplotype analysis provided evidence of associations of haplotype TGAGG with increased insulin secretion and insulin resistance, associations not found with individual FEM1B SNPs.

Herein, we report provocative associations of variants in FEM1A and FEM1B with PCOS diagnosis and of FEM1B with insulin-related traits in PCOS. We note that association does not prove causation. This report is valuable in that it identifies novel PCOS candidate genes by studying all members of a particular gene family. Our goal is to encourage other investigators in the field to attempt to replicate these associations; however, to avoid false negative results, such efforts must be done with cohorts of greater numbers of subjects. We also hope that this report stimulates cellular study of the FEM1A and FEM1B genes and proteins, to elucidate on a molecular level their role, if any, in PCOS pathogenesis. If these genes are eventually confirmed as relevant to PCOS pathogenesis, it would represent a very significant finding because the risk increase or reduction was 2-fold for the variants associated with PCOS diagnosis.
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